
ITFirms Lets in More Light on Top React Native
App Development Companies

There is a reason why so many

companies wish to hire react native

developers. Let ITFirms answer this one!

UNITED STATES, March 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- React Native is a

9 year old framework that gambles

with platforms (operating systems),

programming languages, and browsers

to reap a productive harvest. 

The idea of using a framework with a

library of libraries and third-party

plugins definitely seems enticing. Such

tools that extend their functionality

across platforms and speed up the

development process are always in

demand. 

React Native has exploded the

boundaries of possibilities for existing

JavaScript. Every framework is meant

to increase the speed of the

application. Most of the programming

languages feature optimizable code,

without sacrificing on the executional

logic. While different layers of the OSI

model coalesce, they never overlap

and hide what other layer brings to the

table. Businesses are picking this

framework as it is being used to

enhance the speed, performance and

accuracy of mobile app development. 

Mobile app development companies

http://www.einpresswire.com


prefer React Native over Java, Objective – C, and Swift as it outlines user interface components by

making use of JavaScript and React. One user interface component can be used for Android or

iOS platforms.

With (1) Component - based architecture, (2) Native like performance, (3) Rapid prototyping and

testing, (4) Robust developer community, (5) Third-Party Plugin ecosystem, (6) Simplified

maintenance and updates, (7) Cost-efficient solution, (8) Seamless backend integration, (9)

Improved app versatility, (10) Industry trust and adaptation - React Native is more like PB & J that

is crisp outside and gooey inside. It is one of the most loved app development frameworks as it

recreates the same magic which is a pure delight for cross platform development companies.

Industry veterans use React Native as it remembers that it does not have to miss out on

providing users the experience that they are expecting, besides swinging midst operating

systems. It proffers native components that can be directly fitted into platform’s native UI

building blocks. 

Primary Features of React Native that any top react native app development company follow: 

●  Language: React, JavaScript

●  Performance: Near-native with native components

●  Community: Large and active

●  Code Reusability: High code reusability

●  UI Components: Like Native

●  Development Speed: Fast with live reloading

●  Integration: Easily integrates with native modules

●  UI Customization: Limited customization of native components

●  Popularity: Widely used by companies like Instagram, Facebook, and AirBnB.           

Follow the complete list of react native app development companies.

Like every framework, React Native too has shortcomings but one thing to remember is that it

can run natively on mobile platforms and on web browsers using standard web technologies. 

About ITFirms

ITFirms compeers service seekers and service providers globally. The solution aims to empower

clients with a variety of options, as they hire an experienced agency for their next software
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